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SWEPT FLYINCH30AT HULL WITH A WING AND TAIL 
SWEPI' BACK 5l.3° AT TEE LEADING EDGE 
By Rodger Lo Naeseth and Richard Go Macleod 
SUMMARY 
An investigation was made at low speeds to determine the aero-
dynamic characteristics of an alrfoi1-forebody swept flying-boat hull 
with a wing and tail swept back 5l03° at the leading edge. The hull 
was derived by sweeping aft the water planes above the chines of a 
dee:p-step flying-boat hull of a previous investigation. 
The results of the investigation indicated that the swept hull bad 
a minimum drag coefficient about the same as the parent model or a 
streamline body after accounting for the difference in interference 
effects of the support wings. The minimum drag coefficient for the 
swept hull including the interference effects of the 5l03° swept-
back wing was 0.00380 
The use of wing leading-edge flaps or leading-edge droop wit h 
fence on the wing- hul1-tail combination gave a stable configurat ion. 
The deflection of split or extensibIe split wing flaps on the 
wing- hull-tail combination with wing stall-control devices deflected 
gave a more linear variation of pitching-ruament coefficient with 
lift coefficient; however, only the extensible split flaps were 
effective in increasing the maximum lift coefficient. 
INTRODUCTION 
Because of the requirements f or increased range and speed in 
flying boats, an investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
flying-boat hulls as affected by hull dimensions and hull shape is 
being conducted at the Langley Lab oratory. Re sults of several phases 
of the investigation are given in references 1 t o 30 
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Tests of refined deep-step planing-tail flying- boat hulls (refer-
ence 3) indicated that these hull s have drag values comparable with 
those of landplane fusel ages but retain acceptable hydrodynamic per-
formance (reference 4). The hull volume , however, is less than the 
landplane fuselage volume and most of the volume is located forward of 
the wing. Thus a bal ance probl em is encountered in placing most types 
of pay load because the relationship of the wing and step to the center 
of gravity must be maintained for aerodynamic and hydrodynamic reasons. 
A possible sol ution to the balance problem was to move the volume aft. 
A new hull was derived from Langley tank model 237-7B, the volume of 
which was shifted aft with respect to the center of gravity by sweeping 
aft the water planes above the chines . The new hull has been desig-
nated Langley tanlc model 237~SB and is called the swept hull. 
In keeping with present trends in high-speed aircraft, a wing 
swept back 51.30 at the leading edge was used instead of the straight 
support wings used in previous investigations. This paper presents 
results of tests of the swept-hulL-wing combination and wing alone to 
determine the aerodynamic characteristics of the hull including the 
effects of wing interference for comparison with the characteristics 
of the parent model (reference 3) and tests of the hull with swept-
back wing and tail in conjunction with various high-lift and stall-
contr ol devices to pr ovide data for design of dynamic tank models 
using sweptback wings . 
Results of tank tests (reference 5) indicate that the swept hull 
will probably give satisfactory hydrodynamic performance. 
COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOIS 
The results of the tests are presented as standard NACA coef-
ficients of forces and moments. Roll ing-moment, yawing-mament, and 
pitching-moment coefficients are given about the 30-percent-wing~ean­
aerodynamic-chord point shown in figure 1. 
The data are referred to the stability axes, which are a system 
of axes hav i ng their origin at the center of moments shown in figure 1 
and in which the Z-axis is in the plane of symmetry and perpendicular 
to the relative wind, the X-axis is in the plane of symmetry and 
perpendicular to the Z-axis, and the Y-axls is perpendicular to the 
plane of symmetry. The positive directions of the stability axes are 
shown in figure 2 . The coefficients and symb ols are defined as follows: 
CL lift coefficient (Lift/q8 ) 
en drag coefficient (Drag/qS) 
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Oy lateral-force coefficient (Y/qS) 
O! rolling-mament coefficient (L/qSb) 
Om pitching-mament coefficient (M/qSC) 
On yawing-mament coefficient (N/qSb) 
Lift = -Z 
Drag = -X~ when * = 00 
x 
Y 
z 
L 
M 
N 
s 
c 
c 
v 
p 
a. 
force along X-axis ~ pounds 
force along Y-axis ~ pounds 
force along Z-axis ~ pounds 
rolling moment~ foot-pounds 
pitching moment~ foot-pounds 
yawing mament~ foot-pounds 
free--etreaIll dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot (~v") 
wing area, 5.73 square feet 
local wing chord~ feet 
wing span~ 4022 feet 
fres-stream velocity, feet per second 
mass density of air~ slugs per cubic foot 
angle of attack of chord line measured in plane of symmetry, 
degrees 
angle of attack of hull base line, degrees 
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angle of yaw, degrees 
angle of stabilizer with r espect to wing root chord line, 
degrees 
Reynolds number based on wing mean aerodynamic chord 
Cm. effectiveness of the tail at C - 0 (dcm \ 
It L - Oit) 
MODEL 
The general arrangement of the model i s shovm in figure 1 and a 
photograph of the model on the support strut s, in figure 3. 
The hull, Langl ey tank model 237- 6sB, (fig. 1 and table I) was 
designed by the Hydrodynamics Division and t he Stability Research 
Division of the Langley Laboratory and was e ssentially Langley tank 
model 237- 7-8 (reference 3) with water planes above the chines shifted 
aft and modified to give the side elevation shovm in figure 1. The 
l ength-to-beam ratio was about 6 f or the swept hull. The hull used in 
t he aerodynamic t ests was a tank dynamic model of the usual balsa and 
tissue const ruction . The volume and the areas of the hull were: 
volume , 1447 cubic inches ; surface area, 1101 square inches ; fJ: 'ontal 
area, 56 .B square inches ; side area, 418 square inches. 
The wing was positioned with the 0.30 mean aerodynamic chord at 
t he mean of the useful center-of-gravity range set by hydrodynamic 
des ign. The oV8:cliang of the leading edge of the wing is due t o the 
shape of the hull and the large root chord of the swept wing which was 
C ONFJ])ENTIAL 
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adapted to the original 8traight-wir~ hull design. Though not included 
in these tests, it was thought that an inboard jet installation or 
wing- root fairings would alleviate the structural problem. 
The wing and tail (fig. 1) were constructed of mahogany, bad 
NACA 651- 012 sections parallel to the plane of symmetry, and were swept 
back 51.30 measured at the leading edge. The wing had zero geometric 
dihedral; the horizontal tail was set at 150 geometric dihedral. The 
wing aspect ratio was 3. 11; taper ratiO, 0.50; and area, 5.73 s~uare 
feet. Horizontal-tail area was 0.97 square feet and vertical-tail area 
was 0 . 61 square feet. 
The leading-edge flaps , leading-edge droop , fence, split flaps, 
and extensible split flaps are detailed in figure 4~ 
The leading-edge flaps and droop were similar to those reported in 
references 6 and 7, respectively~ The 0.46~ leading-edge flaps 
(fig. 4 (a)) were of constant chord with the inboard end located 
at o . 44~. The angle of the f l ap chord with respect to the wing-chord 
2 
plane, measured in a plane normal to the wing leading edge, was 500 • 
. 
The leading-edge droop (fig. 4(b)) covered a span of 0.48711 with 
2 
the inboard end located at 0.438£. The chord of the drooped portion 
2 
of the wing was 0.14 local wing chord on the upper surface and 0.16 
local wing chord on the lower surface . The leading edge was drooped 500 
about the 0 . 16 chord line , measured in a plane normal to the 0.16 chord 
line. The gaps along the upper-surface 0 . 14 chord formed by drooping 
the leading edges were filled; the gaps at the inboard and out-
board ends of the drooped section were not filled except for one test. 
The fence used in conjunction with the droop nose and the leading-
edge flap f or some tests (:fig . 4(b)) was of constant height, 0.65 
maximum. local wing thickness , and was located at 0.513~. 
The O.487Q split flaps (:fig . 4(c)) had a chord e~ual to 30 percent 
2 
of the local wing chord. The inboard end of the flaps was located 
at 0 .198£. The flaps were deflected 400 from the wing surface measured 
2 
in a plane normal to the hinge line. 
The extensible split flaps were the same flaps as the split flaps 
but were moved aft as shown in figure 4(d). The flap deflection was 
310 measured with r eference to the wing-chord plane in a plane normal 
to the hinge line. 
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TESTS 
Test Conditions 
The tests were made in the Langley 300 MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel. 
Tests to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of the hull were 
made at a dynamic pressure of 100 pounds per square foot. The stability 
tests of the complete configuration were made at the lower dynamic 
pressure of 9 .4 pounds per square foot so that the angle-of-attack range 
could be extended through the stall without overloading the hull. 
Corresponding air velocities were 209 and 61 miles per hour. Reynolds 
numbers for these airspeeds , based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the 
model (1. 424 ft), were 2 .6 X 106 and 0 . 8 X 106, resp'ecti vely; corre-
sponding Mach numbers were 0.27 and 0 . 08. 
Corrections 
Blocking and buoyancy corrections have been applied to the data. 
The angles of attack, the drag coefficients, and the tail-on pitching-
moment coefficients have been corrected for jet-boundary effects • 
. 
No correct ions have been applied to the data to account for model-
support-etrut tares . 
Test Procedure 
The aerodynamic characteristics of the hull, including the inter-
ference of the 51.30 sweptback support wing, were determined by 
testing the wing alone and the wing-and-hull combination under the 
same conditions . The hull aerodynamic coefficients were thus deter-
mined by subtraction of wing-alone coefficients from wing-and-hull coef-
ficients . In order to minimize possible errors from transition shift, 
transition was fixed on the wing and hull by means of roughness 
consisting of carborundum particles of ~pproximately O.OOB-inch diameter. 
Roughness was applied to the wing for a length of 8 percent local air-
foi l chord measured along the airfoil contours from the leading edge ' on 
both upper and lower surfaces . Hull transition was fixed by a ~ -inch 
strip of carborundum particles located 8 percent of the hull length aft 
of the leading edge of the hull me~sured parallel to the base line. 
Longitudinal-etability tests were made of the complete model (wing-
hull-tail) with various high-lift and stall-control devices. Lateral-
stability derivatives were obtained for the complete model configuration 
with nose flap deflectod from tests through the angle-of-attack range 
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at ±5° yaw. Tests were made through an extended yaw range at 
10.50 angle of attack with and without leading-edge flapso Transition 
was not fixed on the hull or the wing for the complet~odel tests or 
for the plain-wing-alone tests presented for comparison. 
RES~S AND DISCUSSION 
The aerodynamic characteristics in pitch of the swept hull, 
including the interference effects of the 51.30 sweptback wing, are 
presented in figure 5. Figures 6, 7, and 8 present the characteristics 
in pitch of the complete configuration (wing-hull-tail) with leading-
edge and trailing-edge devices. The variation with lift coefficient 
of the lateral-stability derivatives fo~ the complet~odel con-
figuration with leading-edge flap is given in figure 9; characteristics 
in yaw are presented in figure 10. 
Hull 
Drag characteristics.- The data of figure 5 indicate that for a 
Reynolds number of about 2.6 X 106 the swept hull, Langley tank 
model 237-6sB, had a minimum drag coefficient of 0.0038 including the 
interference of the 51.30 sweptback support wing . 
Although the wing l oadings of the swept-hull combination and the 
parent combination (Langley tank model 237-78) were about the same, a 
direct comparison could not be made because of the difference in wing 
interference resulting from the small amount of wing enclosed in the 
swept-hull combination as compared to the parent combination. A 
discussion of wing interference is given in reference 8 for conven-
tional hulls. Similar unpublished work on the effects of wing inter-
ference on the aerodynamic characteristics of hulls of the 237-eeries, 
not including the swept hull, gives the increment of drag due to wing 
interference for hulls similar to the swept hull . After accounting for 
the difference in wing interference by means of this increment, the 
minimum drag coefficient of the swept hull is thought to be about the 
same as that of the parent hull. The parent hull had a minimum drag 
coefficient comparable to a streamline body. The range of angles of 
attack of the hull base line for minimum drag was 40 to 60 and was 
slightly higher than previously tested deep-etep hulls (reference 3). 
Longitudinal stability characteristics.-The value of the param-
eter CIDa was -0.0014, which indicated that the hull with wing inte~ 
ference had a slight amount of longitudinal stability. 
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Wing-Rull-Tail Combinations 
Lift characteristics.- The plain wing alone (fig. 6), had a lift-
curve slope of 0.055 and a maximum lift coefficient of 1.oB. The 
complete configuration with leading-edge flaps and fences or with 
leading-edge droop and fences gave a maximum lift coefficient of 
about 1.34. Removal of the fences from the complete configuration with 
leading-edge flaps reduced the maximum lift coefficient to 1.25. Lift 
flaps added to these configurations (fig. 7) generally decreased the 
angle of zero lift from about 10 to -40 but had little effect on the 
maximum lift values except in the case of +'he configuration of the 
extensible split flap and the leading-edge flap which had a maximum 
lift coefficient of 1.65. Based on the area of the wing plus the area 
of the extended flap, the maximum lift coefficient is 1.50. Thus, it 
appears that approximately 40 percent of the increas'e in maximum lift 
coefficient may be attributed to the increase in total wing area. 
Fairing the gaps at the inboard and outboard ends of the leading-
edge droop (fig . 7) increased the maximum lift coefficient slightly. 
Longitudinal stability characteristics.- The plain wing alone 
(fig. 6 ) was unstable throughout the lift range. The use of leading-
edge flaps or droop with fence on the complete configuration resulted 
in generally stable slopes. The leading-edge-droop-an~fence con-
f iguration had the most stable and linear pitching~oment curve. 
Removal of the fence from the leading-edge-flap configuration resulted 
in little change in stability in the low lift range but produced 
neutral stability in the 0.6 to o.B lift-Goefficient range. 
The data of figure 7 indicate that the combination of lift flaps 
and stal~-control devices on the complete configuration gave a slight 
increase in stability and more linear pitching-moment curves. 
The 
stall is 
the tail 
strong effect of the tail in producing stability through the 
indicated by the data presented in figure B. Effectiveness of 
as measured by C~t was -0.014 at CL = O. 
Lateral stability characteristics.- The parameter Cn~ (fig. 9) 
indicates that the directional stability increa ses with lift coefficient 
until a value of - 0.0043 is reached at a lift coefficient of about 0.75. 
At' this point, the trend reverses. 
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The lateral-etability parameter C~* increases until a value of 
about 0.0016 is reached at o.6cL• Only a small variation is shown as 
lift coefficient increases further. However, an increase in Reynolds 
number would be expected to increase the linear range of the variation 
of C~* with CL (reference 9). The value of C~* of 0 0 0017 
at CL = 1.0 indicates that the wing has considerable effective 
dihedral. 
The data of figure 10 indicate that the characteristics in yaw at 
CL ~ 0.54 are fairly linear to 200 , the maximum angle investigated, 
and that the leading-edge flaps had little effect as compared to the 
plain wing. 
CONCIDSIONS 
The results of an investigation made at low speeds to determine 
9 
the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil-fore body swept flying-boat 
hull with 51.30 sweptback wing and tail indicate the following: 
1. After accounting for the difference in interference effects of 
the support wings, the swept hull had a minimum drag coefficient about 
the sam~ as the parent model or a streamline body. 
2. The minimum drag c oeffic ient for the swept hull with inte!\-
ference effects of the 51.30 sweptback wing was 0.0038. 
3. The use of wing leading-edge flaps or lee,ding-edge droop with 
fence on the wing-hull-tail combination gave a stable configurationo 
4. The deflection of split or extensible split wing flaps on the 
wing-hull-tail combination with wing stall-control devices deflected 
gave a more linear variation of pitching-mament coefficient with lift 
coefficient; however, only the extensible split flaps were effective 
in increasing the maximum lift coefficient. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Air Force Base, Va. 
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TABLE I 
OFFSEr8 FOR IANGLEY TANK MODEL 237-6sB 
[All dimension. are in incheB] 
DiBtancelKe~ I=:I~ I !~i~~ I RadiuB I ~!:~e~! 1-inch buttock 2-inch bUttockI1-inChl2-1nchl3--inChl4-inCh l5-inChl~inChI7-inChl!'.-inChl9-inChI1O-inChl11-inChl12-inCh 
stationl to ~ e baBe at at center of above water water vater water water water water vater water water lI8ter water 
F.P. 11~: line chine line boan baBe line Upper Lower Upper Lower line line line line line line line line line line line line 
F.P . o 2.801 2.801 0 2 .80 
1 1.66 1.801 2.64 1 1.08 3.76 
2 4.31 .761 2. 381 1.64 5.28 
3 6.96 .201 2.111 2. 01 6.84 
4 9.62 o 1.841 2.24 8. 35 
5 12.27 o 1.601 2. 36 9.72 
6 14.95 o 1.341 2. 411 10.80 
7 17.18 o 1.141 2. 341 11.52 
8 20 .25 o .821 2.121 12.18 
9 22.91 o . 581 1.731 12.56 
10 25 .55 o . 281 1.041 12.78 
11~ I 28.94 o o o 12.85 
12 30.88 1.10 12.80 
13 33.53 2.62 12.66 
14 36.18 4.15 12. 52 2 . 21 10.31 
15 38.84 5.68 12.39 2.08 1 10.31 
16 41.50 7.24 12.25 1.94 10.31 
17 44.15 12.11 1.80 10.31 
18 46 .81 11.95 1.64 10. 31 
19 49.47 11.81 1.50 10.31 
20 52.13 11.68 1.37 10.31 
21 54 .78 11.53 1.22 10.31 
22 57.44 11.39 1.08 10. 31 
23 60.09 11.25 .94 10.31 
24 62 . 75 ll:.11 .80 10.31 
A.p. 64 . 34 11.02 .71 10.31 
2.80 I 2.56 0.26 1 0.92 
4.34 I 1.72 1.64 I 1.51 1 1.15 1 0. 58 
5. 86 I 1.17 I 2. 37 I 2 .05 1.89 1 1.88 1 1.64 1 1.36 1 0.96 
7.44 .82 3.91 I 1.67 2.24 I 2.16 I 1.99 1 1. 79 1 1.52 I· 1.20 1 0.65 
8.78 .64 5.48 1 1.36 2. 35 I 2.30 I 2.20 I 2.08 1 1.88 1 1.66 1 1.36 I 0.86 
9.92 .56 7.00 I 1.15 2.40 I 2. 391 2. 33 1 2. 26 1 2.14 1 2.00 1 1.78 1 1.46 I 0.91 
10.72 .49 I 8 .62 1 1 . 00 2.37 I 2.41 1 2. 39 1 2.34 1 2 .26 1 2.20 1 2.06 1 1.82 I 1. 44 0.80 
11.53 .40 I 9.581 .76 1 2.15 1 2.28 1 2. 361 2. 41 1 2.40 1 2.36 1 2.32 1 2.24 1 2.10 1 1.83 I. 1.36 I 0.48 
12 .04 .241 10. 32 1 1.73 1 1.85 1 2. 04 1 2.201 2.281 2. 361 2. 401 2. 40 1 2.36 1 2.31 1 2.08 1 1.70 I 1.04 
12.42 .26 I 10.98 1 3.23 1 1.33 1 1.68 1 1 .94 1 2.12 1 2. 24 1 2.32 1 2 . 36 I 2.40 I 2.37 I 2.24 I 1.98 I 1.47 
'12 .60 I 2.16 I 11 .58 I 5.22 .47 . 93 I 1.36 1 1.70 1 1.96 1 2.12 1 2.24 1 2. 34 1 2.40 1 2.36 2.18 I 1.70 
12.62 I 3.27 1 11. 72 I 6.28 . 44 .88 I 1.30 1 1.68 1 1.96 1 2 .14 1 2.24 r 2.32 1 2.38 2.29 I 1.75 
12.46 I 4.78 1 11.58 I 7. 79 .16 .64 I 1. 08 I 1.48 I 1.80 I 2.04 ·1 2.20 I 2.28 I ' 2.20 I 1.611 
6.28 I 11.251 9. 34 . 38 .86 I 1.30 1 1.66 1' 1.92 I 2.18 
7.82 .14 .60 I 1.06 I 1.60 1 2.06 
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Figure J.- Details of Langley tank model 237-6sB . (All dimensions in 
inches .) 
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Figure 3. - Langley tank model 237-6sB mounted in the Langley 300 MPH 
7- by 10-foot tunnel . 
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Figure 4.- Details of stall-control devi ces and trailing-edge f l aps. 
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Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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Figure 5.- Aerodynamic character i s tics in pitch of Langley tank 
model 237-6sB with inter fer ence eff ects of a 51. 30 sweptback wing. 
6 R = 2. 6 X 10 • 
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Figure 6.- Effect of leading-edge flaps and droop on the aerodynamic 
characteristics in pitch of Langley tank model 237-6sB with 
51 . 30 sweptback wing and tail . Compared to the plain wing alone. 
6 R = 0. 8 X 10 . 
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Figure 6.- Concluded. 
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Figure 7.- Effect of lift flaps on the aerodynamic characteristics in 
pitch of Langley tank model 237-bsB with 51.30 sweptback wing 
and tail. it = -40 • Leadlng-ed.ge flaps and droop wing conf igurat ions. 
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Figure 7.- Concluded. 
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Figure 8.- Effect of t a i l on the aerodynamic characteristi cs in pitch of 
Langl ey tank model 237-6sB with 51 . 3° sweptback wing . Leading-edge 
flap defl ected . R = 0. 8 X 106. . 
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Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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Figure 9.- Lateral-etability parameter s of Langley tank model 237-6sB 
with 51 . 3° sweptback wing and t a i l. Le~ding-edge flaps deflected 50° . 
R = 0 . 8 X 106• 
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Figure 10.- Effect of leading-edge flap on the aerodynamic characteristics 
in yaw of Langley tank model 237-6sB with 51.3° sweptback wing and tail. 
a = 10.5°, CL ~ 0.54 at * = 0°. R = o.S X 106. 
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